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Chapter 2791 
Manfred thought about it for a moment. He felt like there was a high chance that he 
would die to those beasts. 

At that moment, the cold voice resonated again, “There are two battles in the Purple 
Soul Hall. Each battle needs two participants. After the victor is determined in the first 
battle, you will get time to rest. After the time is up, the second stage commences! It‘s 
already time for the second stage. For this round, you only need to touch the Purple 
Soul fruit to win.” 

After the voice spoke, a purplish-gold glow could be seen behind the two Purple Soul 
beasts. After the glow dispersed, a tree that was about the size of half a man appeared 
in front of the two of them. 

There was a Purple Soul fruit that was about the size of a fist. Even though the two of 
them were not close to the fruit yet, they could still feel the energy flowing. Within the 
fruit even from a distance. The massive fruit would be able to attract attention where it 
was, considering the massive amount of energy that was inside. 

Even the strongest of clans would fight over it. When Manfred looked at the fruit, even 
his breathing quickened. He curled his fists up as he resolved himself to get the fruit. 

If he ate the fruit, he would definitely be able to completely reforge himself and improve. 
After exiting the Whirling World in two years, he might even be able to become a 
chosen disciple. 

Only a chosen disciple could truly be considered someone who was at the core of the 
Unbreaking Pavilion. At the worst, they would be an elder in the future. Thinking about 
his bright future, Manfred could not even hold back the smile on his face. He even forgot 
how hard it would be to obtain the Purple Soul Pruit. The cold voice continued to speak 
after the two of them showed their interest. 

“The second match will be the final match you will go through in Black Sun City. 
Whoever touches the Purple Soul fruit will be the victor. The victor will be sent out of the 
Purple Soul Hall immediately. You‘ll be sent to the plaza that you arrived in, and the 
Purple Soul fruit will be your reward!” 

Manfred got even more excited after hearing that. Jackie raised an eyebrow, feeling like 
there was something hidden behind that. He sighed before he asked loudly, “What will 
happen to the person who remains?” 

In truth, Jackie was just asking casually. He did not expect the cold voice to respond to 
him. After all, Black Sun City was a city left behind from ancient times. All of the 
mechanisms here had gone through tens of thousands of years. 



There was no way anything was alive. Yet, he was in disbelief that he got a response. 
The cold voice calmly said, “The person who remains will stay here forever! If the two of 
you touch the fruit at the same time, the two of you will be determined to have won 
together. You will both be sent out to the plaza, and the Purple Soul fruit will be split in 
two.” 

The earlier part was exactly what Jackie had guessed, but the latter part had a lot more. 
Even though it did not sound like much, Black Sun City was definitely not a paradise. 

The one who lost the first match would have his life immediately taken. The rules had 
been so cruel, so how could the second stage be merciful? 

If the two of them touched the fruit at the same time, they would be determined to have 
won together and be sent out at the same time. That was definitely not something that 
sounded like what the Purple Soul Hall would do. 

Jackie felt that things were more and more strange as he thought about it. After the 
voice finished saying all that. It completely disappeared. The voice did not say what 
would happen to the two Purple Soul beasts, but anyone with half a brain knew that the 
beasts would immediately attack the moment they got close to the Purple Soul fruit. 

Chapter 2792 
Just as Jackie was deliberating the problem, Manfred’s voice was suddenly heard. 

“Bastard! Even though we have deep grudges, I can temporarily forgive you for the sake 
of our lives. The two of us have to work together to solve this problem. We’ll only be 
able to leave this place if we work together! Didn’t that voice say earlier that the two of 
us would be sent out together if we touched the Purple Soul fruit at the same time? The 
fruit will be split into two as well. It would be fair for both of us!” 

Hearing that, Jackie glanced at Manfred. He saw that Manfred was looking at him quite 
sincerely, as if he really meant it. 

Jackie could not help but snort, not answering Manfred immediately. 

Manfriend was infuriated when he saw that Jackie was acting up even just giving a 
response. Jackie was so disrespectful! 

Even though he sounded nice, he had another plan in mind. As long as Jackie agreed 
to deal with the Purple Soul beasts together, he would definitely do something to Jackie 
after they successfully injured the Purple Soul beasts and got closer to the Purple Soul 
fruit. 

He had to be the first one to touch the fruit. He would be the only one to escape and 
take the fruit for himself. Even though the rules had been clear and sounded fair, he did 
not want Jackie to gain anything from it! 



The Purple Soul Fruit could only belong to him. He was also going to be the only person 
to escape this place! 

After making a decision, he said again, “There‘s no other way around it! You’ll only be 
able to leave this place if you work with me. You can‘t deal with two Purple Soul beasts 
alone!” 

Jackie raised an eyebrow as he turned to look at Manfred. He suddenly let out a light 
laugh as he said in a cold tone, “I don’t trust you. Who knows if you’ll do something to 
me after we work together?” 

Manfred froze at those words. He could not believe that Jackie actually saw through his 
plans. However, Manfred would not admit to it even if Jackie was right. 

He patted his chest in guarantee, “Don‘t worry! I never go back on my words!” 

The guarantee was worthless to Jackie. 

Jackie sighed as he looked at the two Purple Soul beasts. After thinking about it for a 
moment, he turned to look at Manfred. 

“We can attack together. It will be down to your own skill to get the Purple Soul fruit.” 

Manfred was unhappy to hear that. Even though he had never seen Jackie‘s true skills 
before, it was easy to tell that Jackie was stronger than him from the results of the first 
round. 

He was no match for Jackie at all. If the two of them attacked together and ignored one 
another after that, he would be no match for Jackie. 

Manfred rejected it immediately, “No way! You’re stronger than me. If we both attack, 
but you ignore me, the person who loses out will be me!” 

Jackie raised an eyebrow as he let out a cold sneer. Just as Manfred was about to try 
convincing him, He suddenly shot forward at Manfred. 

Chapter 2793 
The laws of space activated. He was already quite close to Manfred to begin with. With 
Jackie‘s sudden actions, he was in front of Manfred in a second. 

Manfred never expected that Jackie would suddenly attack him. Before he could do 
anything, he felt a sharp pain on his back. A massive force was felt behind him, and he 
shot forward right at the two Purple Soul beasts like a sack that was being thrown. 



Manfred immediately understood what Jackie was doing. He could not help but curse 
out loudly, “You despicable and shameless person! I won’t let you off lightly. I’ll rip you 
to shreds!” 

Jackie had already heard words like that so many times. He just let the words brush 
past him, not caring at all. Manfred was still an inner disciple of the Unbreaking Pavilion. 
Even though he could not react to Jackie’s initial attack, he was still able to quickly 
adjust himself and stop the forward flying momentum. However, everything was already 
too late. 

The moment Manfred shot towards the two Purple Soul beasts, had already judged that 
Manfred was planning to steal the Purple Soul fruit, and immediately attacked. 
However, Jackie was disappointed to see that the Purple Beasts were actually attacking 
too different targets. Jackie frowned helplessly, not expecting his plan to fail like that. 

He had thought that he would be able to get the Purple Soul fruit easily with Manfred as 
a shield. The beast on the left rushed right at Manfred, while the one on the right 
charged at Jackie incredibly quickly. 

It was the first time Jackie was facing a beast that was in the middle stage of the spring 
solidifying realm. His strength was even being restricted. He did not dare to hold back at 
all. 

Seventy five Soul Swords condensed into one in the air. With a wave of Jackie’s right 
hand, the giant soul sword completely fused with his gray sword. Destroying the Void 
was Jackie’s greatest trump card. 

The beast opened its mouth as it roared angrily at Jackie. It bared its claws at Jackie, 
causing his eyebrows to furrow. Jackie clutched his gray sword tightly, slashing right at 
the beast’s claws. Destroying the Void turned into a slash, clashing with the beast’s 
claws in the air. With a massive clash, the beast retreated a few steps backwards. 

The technique’s shockwaves hit him, causing Jackie to take a step back. His eyes had 
been on the beast‘s claws the whole time. He wanted to see if he could injure the beast 
with a full force attack. 

The beast’s right claw was trembling slightly. On closer look, there were numerous 
scars on the right claw. The wound had grayish black remains on it, looking like it was 
poisoned. 

The wound on the white claw was constantly recovering, but it was incredibly slow. The 
Purple Soul beast let out a cry of agony. Its eyes were full of rage, as if it had been 
angered by Jackie. 



Jackie frowned. The results were a far cry from what he expected. He had thought that 
the strike would at least be able to stop the beast from being able to use its right claw. 
Yet, the right claw was just injured. The bones did not break at all. 

Jackie sighed as his expression soured. It looked like he needed to change his plans. 
He had to end things quickly! 

The thought had just flashed in his mind when the beast started to attack again. Even 
though Jackie’s strike had injured the beast, it did not affect the strength of the beast’s 
next attack at all. 

Chapter 2794 
The Purple Soul Beast could think for itself as well. It could tell that Jackie was still not 
used to his current strength. It wanted to use that change to attack him again. At the 
very least, it wanted to injure Jackie. 

The Purple Soul beast was incredibly quick. It caused Jackie’s heart to race as he 
narrowed his eyes and activated the laws of space immediately. He quickly changed 
directions in mid-air, and kept a distance from the beast. He could not let the beast get 
too close. Otherwise, he might lose his life that day! 

The beast had incredibly strong defenses, and the beast had yet to use its natural born 
technique. The beast merely used its claws to slash at Jackie. Clashing against 
Destroying the Void, it might have been injured, but the results were much worse than 
what Jackie expected. 

It was obvious that Jackie would not be able to kill the Purple Soul beast quickly, so 
Jackie was forced to get closer to the Purple Soul fruit with all his might! 

“Ah..!” A cry of agony was heard behind Jackie. 

Even if Jackie did not turn around to look, he knew that Manfred was definitely in a bad 
state. 

Just as Jackie guessed, Manfred was in a horrible state. His arm had five slash wounds 
from a Purple Soul beast’s claw. Fresh blood stained his clothes red as Manfred cursed 
in pain. However, he was forced to frantically run away as he cursed. 

Thankfully, Manfred specialized in speed, or he would not have lasted that long. 
Manfred clenched his teeth as he retreated, trying to plot in his mind as he ran. If he 
wanted to live, he had to retrieve the Purple Soul fruit. He hated Jackie immensely at 
that moment, so he did not forget to try and figure out how he would harm Jackie as he 
retreated. He wanted to trap Jackie here forever. 

If Jackie had not suddenly attacked him earlier, he would not have faced the Purple 
Soul beast’s attacks without any preparation, causing his arm to get injured. 



He roared angrily, “Just you wait, Jackie! I won’t let you off easily!” 

He was incredibly quick, but the Purple Soul beast was not slow either. The two of them 
were about twenty feet apart. As Manfred fled, he constantly changed directions, trying 
to get closer to the Purple Soul Fruit. 

The valley was oval shaped. In order to get enough distance between them, Manfred 
was running around the edges of the valley. The Purple Soul fruit was being guarded 
towards the eastern side of the center. 

Manfred was already trying to get closer to the east side. As long as he could maintain a 
safe distance from the beast, he would be able to successfully get the Purple Soul fruit. 

As long as he could get the Purple Soul fruit, it would not be long until he got out of 
there successfully! 

After making up his mind, he coldly glanced at Jackie. He noticed that Jackie was still 
fighting against the other beast, and was instantly elated! 

So what if Jackie was stronger than him? 

He was faster than Jackie! As long as he touched the Purple Soul Fruit, Jackie would 
remain here forever! 

He excitedly changed his directions in an instant. Yet, at that moment, the Purple Soul 
beast suddenly seemed to speed up! 

Thirty feet of distance was suddenly shortened to twenty feet. Manfred was immensely 
terrified at that. He immediately tried to hide somewhere else, barely avoiding being 
attacked. Yet, at that moment, he was already further apart from the Purple Soul fruit, 
and was forced to look for another opportunity. 

Something strange happened at that. After Manfred changed his directions, the Purple 
Soul beast lowered its speed. It was then did Manfred realize that the Purple Soul beast 
would suddenly attack as long as he got close to the fruit, and he would have to change 
his directions! 

Chapter 2795 
That caused Manfred to lose some hope. He could not just keep running like that. His 
true energy would be exhausted eventually. The Purple Soul beast was stronger than 
him and definitely had more true energy. 

The moment his true energy ran out, he would be faced with death. However, the purple 
soul beast would definitely suddenly attack him if he wanted to get close. He would 
have to change directions for the sake of his life. The more he fled, the further he would 
be. Manfred hopelessly found that it was a vicious cycle. 



At that moment, he looked toward Jackie. He noticed that Jackie was constantly 
adjusting his distance from the beast, and constantly attacking the beast. What shocked 
Manfred was the fact that the beast attacking Jackie already had two slowly blackening 
front claws. It was as if some sinister energy had tainted them. 

At that moment, Jackie did not even think about anything around him. His full focus was 
on the beast in front of him. The laws of space constantly activated beneath his feet. He 
had already used Destroying the Void three times! Each time, a new wound was added 
to the beast. 

Slowly, the beast was getting fatigued. It was not because of the loss of true energy, but 
because of its injuries slowing it down! 

Jackie activated the laws of space, pulling himself a hundred feet apart again to give 
himself some breathing room. He frowned as he formed seals in his hands again. He 
was already almost depleted of true energy at that moment. After all, he had to use the 
laws of space while he constantly attacked. It used up too much true energy! 

However, Jackie did not really care about that at that point. He shifted to a very good 
place this time as he constantly got closer to the Purple Soul fruit. 

“Take this!” Jackie roared as he sent another slash at the Purple Soul beast. 

The gray slash contained the laws of space as well. It clashed against the Purple Soul 
beast’s claws in a flash. With more cracks, the Purple Soul beast’s front claws suddenly 
seemed to weaken. It looked like it was about to shatter. 

The black scars littered its two front claws. The beast roared in pain as the pain 
thoroughly angered it. The beast even started to ignore its injuries as it frantically 
rushed at Jackie. However, its claws were already heavily injured at that moment. Even 
if it frantically rushed at him, it was still a lot slower thanks to its injuries. 

After realizing that the Purple Soul beast had started to slow down, Jackie suddenly let 
out a victorious smile. 

He had worked so long for that precise moment. With a cold grunt, Jackie turned and 
charged right at the Purple Soul Fruit. No matter how loud the roars behind him were, 
Jackie was not affected at all. After all, the Purple Soul beast could not keep up with 
Jackie at its current speed. 

After a short moment, Jackie was finally next to the Purple Soul Fruit. 

Everything had been seen by Manfred, causing Manfred to go crazy! 



He never expected Jackie to suddenly change directions after fighting the Purple Soul 
Beast for so long, suddenly getting close to the Purple Soul tree. He just needed to 
reach out to touch the Purple Soul Fruit! 

“No!” Manfred let out a loud shout. 

The moment Jackie touched the fruit, Jackie would be determined the winner, and he 
would forever remain in this space! 

If he was alone, he would just be waiting for death. After Jackie left, the two beasts 
would rip him apart after his true energy was depleted. 

Chapter 2796 
However, there was nothing he could do no matter how loud he shouted. Jackie had 
already reached his hand out towards the Purple Soul fruit. As he reached out, Jackie 
turned to look at Manfred as well. 

Manfred could see a deep look of mockery in Jackie’s eyes. 

Jackie was looking at Manfred like Manfred was the village idiot. It was then that 
Manfred realized that Jackie had always regarded him as an idiot. 

During the start of the round, Manfred had even tried to bring up an alliance, trying to 
say that the only way to win was by working together. In truth, he had other plans, and 
Jackie had already seen through them. In the end, he became a tool to attract attention! 
Manfred felt like he had been played like a clown! 

However, it was already too late to say anything. Jackie‘s hand had already touched the 
Purple Soul fruit. The moment Jackie touched the fruit, a bundle of purple mist 
enveloped him, and he disappeared the next second. 

Manfred shut his eyes in hopelessness. There was no way Manfred could escape 
anymore. When space started distorting, Jackie finally breathed a sigh of relief. The last 
battle had been incredibly difficult. It was far more difficult than the first round. 
Thankfully, he still won in the end. In truth, the rules of the second match were both 
testing a person‘s character and a person’s ability. 

Even though there was a rule that allowed them to share the Purple Soul fruit, many 
would choose to take the Purple Soul fruit for their own when faced with its allure. 

Jackie never planned on working with Manfred from the start. Manfred already hated 
Jackie so much that there was no way he could work with Manfred. At a crucial 
moment, Manfred would definitely have done something to Jackie. 

That was something anyone could have figured out. So, after Jackie heard that 
suggestion from Manfred, he immediately thought of another plan. He would have 



Manfred draw fire while he tried to get close to the fruit. Yet, he never expected the two 
Purple Soul beasts to have been explicitly prepared to target both of them. Facing even 
one Purple Soul beast had not been as easy as he thought it would be. 

After the thought flashed in Jackie’s mind, the purple mist surrounding Jackie slowly 
dispersed as he dropped to the ground on his feet 

When he could see clearly again, he noticed that he had already arrived at the small 
plaza from earlier. He was the only person in the plaza at that moment. It was so quiet 
that he could hear himself breathing. 

Around the plaza were still the multicolored lights. Jackie sighed, relaxing. He wondered 
how many people would escape Black Sun City. Other than the disciples of the 
Unbreaking Pavilion, there were a few dozen wandering warriors that entered Black Sun 
City. In the end, he did not know how many people would make it out. 

Warriors of different attributes would end up in different places. He did not know if those 
places would have different rules from the Purple Soul hall. Various thoughts played in 
Jackie’s head for a long time. He finally shook his head and discarded them. 

No matter what, life or death depended on themselves. Jackie reached out his right 
hand. The Purple Soul fruit that had a faint purple glow to it was in his palm. The dense 
fragrance of the fruit assaulted his nose, enhancing his appetite. 

If Jackie had not been composed enough, he might have eaten it in one gulp. He 
hurriedly put the fruit into Mustard Seed. The Purple Soul fruit was definitely amazing, 
but if he swallowed it whole now, he might end up exploding thanks to an overload of 
energy. He did not want to commit a low-grade mistake like that. 

After entering the Purple Soul Hall, he lost track of time. He did not know how much 
time had passed, nor did he know where Rudy was. 

Chapter 2797 
Jackie gave the plaza one last glance before he headed to the city gates. He did not just 
gain a lot from Black Sun City, he had gotten a few pieces of important news as well. He 
was forced to replan his future moves. 

After exiting the city, Jackie immediately used the voice transfer array to contact Rudy. 
In just a moment, Rudy was seen running towards him. 

Rudy widened his eyes as Rudy measured Jackie a few times, “You’re actually fine! I’ve 
really been letting my thoughts wander these few days. I’ve been constantly worrying 
about you!” 

Jackie raised an eyebrow, “These few days? How long was I in there for?” 



Rudy raised four fingers, “It‘s been four whole days. I‘ve been waiting outside the city 
the whole time. I was worried that someone would notice me. I even set up a simple 
obscuring array. I was so scared the past four days! I noticed that no one has come out 
of Black Sun City at all in those four days. You’re the only one who’s come out!” 

Jackie raised an eyebrow as his thoughts wandered. He did not expect four days to 
have passed. Even though he did not really keep track of time after entering the Purple 
Soul Hall, he thought it would only be a day at most. Yet, four days had passed in the 
actual world. 

Could time have been distorted in the Purple Soul Hall? 

However, there was no point in dwelling on that problem. What Jackie noticed was 
another one. 

He frowned as he asked earnestly, “No one’s exited in the past four days? Other than 
me, no one has come out, even the disciples of the Unbreaking Pavilion?” 

Rudy nodded seriously, “If I had seen anyone else come out, I wouldn’t be so worried 
about you. Your skills are plain to see after all. Even the strongest among those 
disciples of the Unbreaking Pavilion is no match for you. Yet, days passed, and no one 
came out at all. It was only natural that I started to worry. There’ve been quite a few 
people arriving in Black Sun City the past few days as well. All of them entered so 
happily, but none of them came out!” 

Jackie furrowed his eyebrows, “Didn’t the disciples of the Unbreaking Pavilion come out 
initially? They had definitely communicated about the rules before. Otherwise, Philip 
would never have sent in any replacements based on the rules inside!” 

Jackie’s words caused Rudy’s eyes to widen as Rudy anxiously asked what was inside. 
Jackie sighed, not hiding anything from Rudy as he told Rudy everything that happened. 

After Rudy heard that, he gaped as he looked at Black Sun City with an expression full 
of fear. He never expected the rules in the city to be so tyrannical that the loser would 
lose their lives. Even though the rules did not say that the loser would die in the second 
round, the results would still be the same as in the first round. Someone would lose their 
life, and someone would get a reward and escape! 

Rudy shuddered slightly, “No wonder no one’s come out. It seems like most of them are 
probably already dead. Soul attribute warriors are fewer in number compared to any 
other attribute. Only three of you were in the Purple Soul Hall.” 

Chapter 2798 
There are many more warriors for the other attributes. It’s possible that a large portion 
of them end up dying every round. Those wandering warriors went in so excitedly, but 



there were actually no true energy fields inside for them to improve themselves with. 
Instead, they entered a palace that wanted their lives! 

Rudy got more and more afraid as he thought about it. He got so apprehensive that he 
paled. 

Jackie raised an eyebrow, patting Rudy on the shoulder, but Rudy did not relax at all… 

Rudy turned and pulled at Jackie’s arm, “It’s thanks to you stopping me earlier. 
Otherwise, I would definitely have died already!” 

At that moment, Rudy’s thoughts were all over the place. After saying that, he changed 
the topic, “There’s still something I don’t understand. Didn’t someone say that there 
were true energy fields inside Black Sun City? No one said that it would be dangerous. 
Based on what those people said before, the true energy field seemed like a paradise 
for increasing one’s strength. However, there were no true energy fields after you went 
in, and just match after match! Were those people lying? Or were you all sent 
somewhere different because of your different attributes?” 

Jackie shook his head, answering sincerely, “After I entered, I haven’t heard anything 
about true energy fields. Where did the news come from? Could the true energy fields 
have just been a broad term?” 

Rudy shook his head, “Do you mean the true energy field is the whole Black Sun City?” 

Jackie pursed his lips helplessly, “I actually don’t know. After entering the Purple Soul 
Hall, I didn’t really think about that anymore. Who knows what true energy fields mean? 
Who knows where the rumor came from?” 

Rudy frowned, they could not figure out what the true energy fields were in the end. 
However, they were not really in the mood to figure things out at that point. 

Thinking about it, Rudy said helplessly, “It’s not like I have to figure out where the true 
energy fields are exactly. I just feel like there’s something off about the whole thing. 
There are so many secrets in front of us, but we can’t figure things out at all.” 

The moment secrets were brought up, Jackie’s expression changed. He raised an 
eyebrow as he told everything he found out from those two to Rudy. 

Rudy was stunned after he heard that. After a moment, he finally said, “So the higher-
ups of Phoenix Valley already had a map of the Whirling World, and probably know a lot 
of the secrets of the world. Why did they not tell us anything at all? We ended up having 
to struggle in this world like headless flies. Black Sun City’s secrets might even already 
have been known by the higher-ups. We were just kept in the dark.” 



Jackie nodded, “I agree with what you said. There are some things that were completely 
hidden from us, but we’re already obvious to all those people. For some reason, they 
were not willing to tell us anything.” 

Rudy was furious when he heard about it, “Aren’t they just despicable? Even if they 
don’t want to give us the complete map, they should have at least given us some 
important information. They could have told us where the more dangerous places were 
or where there were more valuables. We would be able to save some effort. Yet, they 
did not tell us anything. Could it be because we’re not in the inner valley and not a core 
member of Phoenix Valley?” 

Jackie shook his head, having already thought about the matter many times. There was 
a lot of speculation each time. He let out a sigh as he frowned. 

Chapter 2799 
“I think the most basic reason is that we’re not with the larger group. That’s why they 
kept those secrets from us. Listening to what Jordan and Manfred said, it‘s actually 
something a lot of people already know. Jordan is an inner disciple, but he knows about 
it. So it means the secret is not so tightly guarded.” 

“The inner disciples of Phoenix Valley probably know about it as well. The alchemists 
that are with the larger group should already know about most of it.” 

Rudy pursed his lips unhappily, “So we were excluded because we decided against 
following them. Doesn’t Elder Maurice favor you alot? Even if he couldn’t tell you 
everything, he should have at least told you some of it. Yet, he did not mention anything 
from the start. It’s as if he doesn’t know much about the Whirling World at all.” 

Jackie shook his head, reaching out to pat Rudy on the shoulder, “Don’t let your 
thoughts wander so much. We’ll find out some things eventually. Honestly, my ties with 
Phoenix valley are over. Phoenix valley did not really give me any resources, and I’ve 
already paid back any debts I could have had. Since they don’t trust me so much, I 
won’t bother with certain things.” 

Jackie naturally meant something behind his words, and Rudy realized it as well. 

Rudy turned to look at Jackie and whispered, “Are you going to leave Phoenix Valley 
after the Whirling World just like me?” 

Jackie raised an eyebrow and said, “I probably won’t go back… However, I’m not talking 
about going back to Phoenix Valley or not. I’m talking about what we should do if we 
meet anyone from Phoenix Valley after this.” 

Rudy looked up at that, saying, “Will we still meet people from Phoenix Valley?” 



Jackie’s lips twitched in exasperation. He kept on feeling like Rudy’s head was only half 
working. Sometimes, Rudy seemed alert, but other times Rudy seemed like a complete 
idiot. 

Jackie helplessly explained, “If we continue going forward, we’ll definitely meet Phoenix 
Valley’s people. Phoenix Valley already knew the secrets beforehand, they should know 
where the key places in the Whirling World are as well. They might already be waiting in 
all those places. As long as we keep on going forward in the Whirling World, we‘ll meet 
them eventually.” 

Rudy sighed, pursing his lips unwillingly, “I really don’t want to interact with them at all. I 
keep on feeling like they’re even more threatening than other clans.” 

After saying everything he had to say, Jackie did not really have any reason to stay. 

He turned to look at Black Sun City again. Black Sun City still looked the same as 
before. Its grayish black walls covered the whole city. Initially, Black Sun City 
represented a sliver of hope. Yet, it now seemed like a wild beast waiting for prey to 
enter its mouth. Four days was not too long, and not that short either. He did not know 
how many people had entered the city, but only Jackie had exited. 

Jackie refused to believe that he would be the only person to make it out of the city. 

Chapter 2800 
What could not be denied was that many people will definitely die inside. Jackie could 
not help but shake his head at that thought, discarding those notions. 

He raised his head at Rudy, and Rudy nodded. The two of them started walking away 
from Black Sun City. 

Right as they took a few steps away, the rumbling was suddenly heard from Black Sun 
City. It was as if a mechanism was moving. Jackie immediately grabbed Rudy’s arm, 
preparing for any danger. Yet, the expected danger did not happen. After the rumbling, 
a faint purple glow was seen from Black Sun City. The light gathered into an orb and 
formed in mid-air. 

The orb was incredibly radiant. Jackie could not even keep his eyes open when he tried 
to look over. After the light was formed, it suddenly sped at him! 

Jackie took a step back, but he remained in place after feeling no trace of an attack 
from the orb. He frowned in alarm as the orb stopped in front of him. He could hear a 
splashing sound next to his ears, as if a creek was flowing under his legs. Before he 
could see what had happened, the purple light dissipated, and a token floated in front of 
him. 



Jackie grabbed that token in his palms. When he touched the token, a surge of the 
information entered his head. 

Rudy anxiously stood behind Jackie, only looking with one eye as he processed 
everything that had happened in fear. When the token fell in Jackie’s palm, Rudy saw 
the words “Thousand Leaves City”. 

Jackie raised an eyebrow as he stared at the token curiously. After a while, he sighed 
with a look of realization on his face. 

Rudy hurriedly asked, “What happened? What’s this token? Where is Thousand Leaves 
City? Are we going there next?” 

Jackie nodded, placing the token into Mustard Seed before he looked at Rudy excitedly, 
“I finally know the real rules of the Whirling World!” 

Rudy was stunned at that. Rudy widened his eyes as he looked at Jackie curiously. 
Jackie ignored him as he told Rudy all the information that had just gone into his mind. 

There were countless cities in the Whirling World. They were spread out all over the 
world. There were a total of nine levels to the cities. Black Sun City that they had just 
left was a level nine city. 

The Thousand Leaves City is a level eight-city. People can only enter a level eight-city 
after passing a level nine city. 

Jackie could not suppress his excitement as he said, “With this token, we can enter 
Thousand Leaves City. Without it, we’d never be able to enter the area Thousand 
Leaves City is in. Without the tokens, you would only be able to constantly walk around 
level nine cities, even if you constantly advanced in the Whirling World. There would be 
no way to reach level eight cities. It also means that those without tokens for level seven 
cities will never find one!” 

Hearing that explanation, Rudy gaped, feeling like the Whirling World was incredibly 
mysterious. 

 


